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Synonyms

Retrieval Models for Text Databases

Definition

Structured text retrieval models provide a formal
definition or mathematical framework for query-
ing semi-structured textual databases. A textual
database contains both content and structure. The
content is the text itself, and the structure divides
the database into separate textual parts and re-
lates those textual parts by some criterion. Often,
textual databases can be represented as marked-
up text, for instance, as XML, where the XML
elements define the structure on the text content.
Retrieval models for textual databases should
comprise of three parts: (i) a model of the text,
(ii) a model of the structure, and (iii) a query
language [4]: The model of the text defines a
tokenization into words or other semantic units,
as well as stop words, stemming, synonyms,
etc. The model of the structure defines parts of

the text, typically a contiguous portion of the
text called element, region, or segment, which is
defined on top of the text model’s word tokens.
The query language typically defines a num-
ber of operators on content and structure, such
as set operators and operators like “containing”
and “contained by” to model relations between
content and structure, as well as relations be-
tween the structural elements themselves. Using
such a query language, the (expert) user can,
for instance, formulate requests like “I want a
paragraph discussing formal models near to a ta-
ble discussing the differences between databases
and information retrieval.” Here, “formal mod-
els” and “differences between databases and in-
formation retrieval” should match the content that
needs to be retrieved from the database, whereas
“paragraph” and “table” refer to structural con-
straints on the units to retrieve. The features,
structuring power, and the expressiveness of the
query languages of several models for structured
text retrieval are discussed below.

Historical Background

The storage and information and retrieval system
(STAIRS), which was developed at IBM in the
late 1950s, allowed querying of both content and
structure. Much like today’s online public access
catalogues, it was used to store bibliographic data
in records with fields such as keywords and title,
providing structured search, but no overlapping
or hierarchical structures nor full-text search. At
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2 Structured Text Retrieval Models

the end of the 1980s, researchers at the University
of Waterloo in Canada pursued database support
for the creation of an electronic version of the
Oxford English Dictionary. This resulted in a
number of models for querying and manipulat-
ing content and hierarchical structure such as
the parsed strings model [10], PAT expressions
[15], the containment model [5], and generalized
concordance lists model [7]. Similar approaches
were developed elsewhere, such as the proximal
nodes model [13] and the nested region model
[11]. The interest in structured text retrieval mod-
els has grown since the introduction of XML in
1998 and the emergence of standard data retrieval
query languages for XML data. One might ar-
gue that the structured text retrieval approaches
such as PAT expressions and proximal nodes
mentioned above are predecessors of XPath. The
success of XML in turn has influenced the work
on structured retrieval models: XIRQL was pro-
posed in 2000 [9] as an information retrieval
extension of XML query languages (XIRQL is
an extension of XQL, a predecessor of XPath).
More recently, in 2004, NEXI and XQuery and
XPath Full-Text have been proposed as query
languages for structured text retrieval, as well as
examples of structured text retrieval models for
the respective query languages [2, 12].

Foundations

There are several models of structured text re-
trieval. Since there is no consensus on how to
structure a textual database, this entry addresses
several modeling decisions following the taxon-
omy presented in [4]. The entry only addresses
models for text databases and not text retrieval
models in relational databases as, for instance,
provided by SQL/MM. Due to the success of
XML, today XML retrieval is almost a synonym
for structured text retrieval, although XML re-
trieval only addresses the explicit, single hierar-
chy case below.

Explicit vs. Implicit Structure
Most models use explicit structure, i.e., they
define unambiguously what parts of the textual

database are, for instance, “sections.” These
models require the database to be structured
explicitly and unambiguously or use terminology
from markup languages: the models require
the database to be well formed. This allows
easy modeling of nested regions and powerful
structural relationships such as the direct ancestor
relationship (i.e., child and parent axis in XPath).
The following query might be used in an explicit
structure approach to retrieve sections that
contain the word “databases”:

section CONTAINING “databases”

Explicit structure is assumed by among others the
proximal nodes model [13] and the full match
model [2]. In systems that use implicit structure,
however, structure is not explicitly distinguished
from content. In these approaches the database
is modeled as a sequence of tokens without dis-
tinguishing a word token from a markup token.
A structural element should, therefore, be con-
structed at runtime by looking up the opening
markup tokens, the closing tokens, and to return
those regions starting with an opening token and
ending with a closing token. The query above
would then be formulated as [11] (here, the op-
erator “..” would be pronounced as “following”):

(“<section>” .. “</section>”)
CONTAINING “databases”

So, the section element only exists at querying
time. Semantically, the query is not different
from a content-only query. For instance, the
query(“all” .. “equal”) CONTAINING “created”
retrieves regions that start with the word
“all,” that end with the word “equal,” and
that contain the word “created,” matching,
for instance, the phrase “all men are created
equal.” Nested elements or unbalanced tags are
handled differently by several approaches. In the
generalized concordance list (GCL) approach
[7], nested sections will not be recognized by the
system (instead two partially overlapped sections
will be returned). In the nested region algebra
approach [11] nested elements are returned
properly. The approach is implemented as sgrep
(structured grep) (https://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/
jjaakkol/sgrep.html). The GCL approach was
recently implemented in a research system called
Wumpus (http://www.wumpus-search.org).

https://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/jjaakkol/sgrep.html
http://www.wumpus-search.org
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Static vs. Dynamic Structure
The use of implicit structure also implies the
use of dynamic structure. A system that uses a
dynamic structure allows operations that define
new elements or regions, i.e., elements or re-
gions that were not previously in the database.
In XQuery, this is done by element construction,
but in some approaches, dynamic structure is a
natural consequence of the model. As an early
example of dynamic structure, consider the fol-
lowing bibliographic entry:

John Doe, “Crime,” Police 6 , 2028.

The entry is explicitly structured by the following
grammar that functions as a database schema
[10]:

entry :D author’,’title’,’journal’,
’year’.’;
author :D text;
title :D ’ “’text ’”’;
journal :D text digitC ;
year :D digit digit digit digit;
text :D ( letter j ’ ’ ) C ;

A valid database instance contains data that con-
forms to the grammar. The instance takes the
form of a parsed string or “p-string.” Note that
the schema does not distinguish the author’s first
name(s) from his surname, but this might be done
at query time by introducing a small grammar
fragment NameG that parses the author strings
into given names and surnames:

NameG:Dfname :D(givenname’’)
Csurname;

givenname :D letter C;
surname :D letter C; g

The p-strings model provides a simple query lan-
guage for adding additional grammar fragments.
Suppose the bibliographic entry above is E, then
the following query returns a p-string containing
the author element with given name and surname
explicitly identified.

(author in E) reparsed by NameG

The construct might be used to search for all
authors with surname “Doe” that wrote a journal
paper that mentions “grammar” in the title. The
p-strings model uses regular expression matching
as a core language primitive, and assuch dynamic

structure is more easily added than in, for in-
stance, XQuery or XQuery Full-Text.

Single Hierarchy vs. Multiple Hierarchies
Although some fielded search methods use a
flat structure to model text, the approaches con-
sidered here assume a hierarchical structure of
the text database. The systems that use implicit
structure introduced above assume a single hi-
erarchy. Interestingly, many approaches assume
multiple structural hierarchies on the same textual
database. Each hierarchy might serve a different
purpose. For instance, one hierarchy might rep-
resent the logical structure of the text, dividing it
in chapters, sections, subsections, etc., whereas
a second hierarchy might represent the layout
structure in columns and pages, and a third layer
might represent the results of a part-of-speech
tagger, etc. Inside a single hierarchy, the struc-
tural elements are either disjoint or nested inside
each other but across hierarchies elements may
partially overlap, i.e., a subsection might start
halfway a page and end on the following page.

Some approaches relate single views in one
query [13]. An interesting approach is suggested
by Alink [1], which introduces additional XPath
steps (select-narrow and select-wide) that navi-
gate from one hierarchy to another. For instance,
the following XQuery Full-Text-like query frag-
ment navigates from the paragraph elements to
another hierarchy with a verb element that con-
tains “killed” and to a hierarchy with a person
element that contains “Abraham Lincoln”:

$doc//paragraph[./select-narrow::Verb
ftcontains
“killed” and./select-narrow::person
ftcontains
“Abraham Lincoln”]

The need for multiple hierarchies is, for instance,
addressed in the containment model [5] and the
proximal nodes model [13]. In several publica-
tions, the hierarchies are called “standoff anno-
tation” or “offset annotation” to stress that the
structural information (or annotations) are mod-
eled separately from the textual data.
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Exact Matching Versus Ranking
Many of the early structured text retrieval models
do not consider ranked retrieval results, or if they
do only as an afterthought, i.e., by ranking the
retrieval results using a text-only query disregard-
ing the structural conditions in the query [5]. A
simple but powerful way to take the structure of
the results into account is to apply a standard
information retrieval model to the retrieved con-
tent and then propagate element scores or ag-
gregate term weights based on the text structure.
In several of these approaches to ranking, prop-
agation or aggregation is guided by weighting
the paths to elements by so-called augmentation
weights [9] or interpolation parameters [14], to
model, for instance, that a title element is more
likely to contain important information than a
bibliography element. Instead of propagating or
aggregating the scores from the leaf nodes, al-
gebraic approaches include the ranking function-
ality inside each operator of the query language
[2, 12]. Ranking might also include relaxation
of the query’s structural conditions, for instance,
by relaxing complex queries stepwise to simpler
queries [3].

In 2002, Fuhr and Lalmas [8] organized the
first workshop of the Initiative for the Evalua-
tion of XML Retrieval. The goal of INEX is to
evaluate the quality of the retrieved results and
as such the quality of the ranking provided by
the system taking both content and structure into
account. The initiative provides a large test-bed,
consisting of XML documents, queries, and rele-
vance judgments on the data, where the relevance
judgments are human judgments that define if an
XML element is relevant to the query or not.
With XML databases and extensions of XML
query languages becoming a de facto standard
for structured text retrieval, ranking is one of the
main remaining research challenges.

Key Applications

Systems based on structured text retrieval models
can be applied to any problem that involves
semi-structured text databases. Key applications
of the approaches described in this section in-

clude managing and searching electronic dictio-
naries such as the Oxford English Dictionary [10,
15], managing and searching electronic journals
such as the journals of the IEEE [6, 8, 12],
searching stage plays such as the collected works
of William Shakespeare [7], and searching hard
drives for digital forensics [1].
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